Group Camp
(4th-8th Grade)
Sample Itinerary
SeaWorld’s Group Camp (for 4th-8th graders) promotes physical and intellectual growth through challenging experiences.
Using an active learning and interactive approach, campers will gain an appreciation for the natural environment and also
form a solid foundation of confidence, self-esteem, and responsibility. Our goal and responsibility is to ensure a
successful experience at SeaWorld Camp that provides grade-level based activities that teaches skills and experiences that
campers can draw from in the classroom, at home, and throughout life. Activities throughout the program will be centered
around Animal Behavior, Rescue and Rehab, Conservation, Taxonomy and Adaptations, and Environmental challenges.

DAY 1

Arrive at SeaWorld San Antonio from 2:00 to 3:00 pm to meet your SeaWorld counselors for program
orientation and check in. After check in, campers will go into the Park to watch our One Ocean show.
Pizza dinner will be served around 6:30 pm followed by a tour of the Explorer’s Reef exhibit.

DAY 2

Discover whales and dolphins by observing them in our White Whale and Dolphin show and One Ocean.
Campers will have the opportunity to interact with our dolphin and whale trainers to understand what it
takes to work with our flippered friends. Learn about SeaWorld’s Rescue and Rehabilitation work along
the Texas coast.

DAY 3

After campers begin their morning touring and leaning about penguins and alcids, they will have the
opportunity to touch and meet a penguin. Watch some of SeaWorld’s unexpected animals in the Pet’s
Ahoy show. Campers will learn the difference between seals and sea lions after feeding our pinnipeds at
Pacific Point Preserve. Campers will wrap up their day in the Park with watching Sea Lion High.

DAY 4

Prior to leaving SeaWorld, campers will have the chance to meet some of our Animal Ambassadors and
learn what they can do on a daily basis to help animals around the world.

Disclaimer: All program components are subject to change. Hazardous weather conditions, Park operating hours and other
unforseeable conditions may force necessary changes to program.

